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Letter& RERA/PRO.REG-139/2022/-------------Patna, dated&09-09-2022
From,
Authorised Officer
Real Estate Regulatory Authority]
Bihar, Patna.
To,

Subject

Shree Sushil Kumar Jha (Partner)
Happy Homes And Holding
715 Dujra Devi Asthan Marine Drive Rajapur
Pul Ashok Rajpath Patna-800001
Email Id: - happyhomes.hds@gmail.com
Correction in issued Certificate of Registration of ProjectVrindavan, Application Id No. - RERAP05282022140204-1 / F. No.139/2022.

Sir
With reference to above, it is to inform that during scrutiny of your
application for the registration of Vrindavan project bearing application
no. RERAP05282022140204-1 following document has not been made available with
the application.
1. For Correction in the name of Firm- from “Happy Homes and Holding” to Happy
Homes and Holdings”:- Applicant himself written the wrong name of Promoter
“Happy Homes and Holding”- and so the same has been written/ typed on issued
Certificate. After going through the registration certificate issued under Bihar shops
and Establishment Act- the name is written as “Happy Homes and Holdings” , this is
the fault of Promoter. Hence you are requested to deposit Rs.-1000/- correction/
amendment fee for this purpose.
2. Correct and Actual address of the firm- on issued registration certificate written/
Typed address is correct as good as encrypted on application form by the promoter.
Hence a revised or corrected address of the promoter may be considered after
depositing an amendment fee of Rs.-1000/- for this.
3. The Correct and Complete name of Mauza-Kazi Mohammadpur- on issued
certificate Mauza- Kazi is written only. The name of mauza is mentioned in Registered
Development Agreement- as Kazi Mohammadpur. This would be amended/ Correct
accordingly without any Correction fee.
4. Correct Thana No. is 344- In certificate it is written as Thana No- 34, but it should
be Thana no-344, as it is verified by other land document submitted earlier by the
promoter. This would be amended in Certificate of registration amended/ Correct
accordingly without any Correction fee.
It is requested to submit the above said documents latest by 15.08.2022 as
per your request. Failing which process of rejection of the application would be
initiated.
Please send your reply by email to reg.rerabihar@gmail.com and attach
the requisite documents, as mentioned above, with the mail. Kindly mention the same
subject in the subject line of your mail.
Yours Sincerely
Sd/Authorised Signatory

